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THE FIRST EVER ACJ TWOTWENTY 
CABIN HAS BEEN DELIVERED 

 

u FIVE and Comlux are delighted to announce that the first ACJ TwoTwenty was 

delivered on April 28, 2023 

u The aircraft 9H-FIVE, to be pronounced Nine-Hotel-FIVE, will be immediately 

available for private charter, with a base in Dubai 

u Flying FIVE will reimagine the very best in sky-high travel 

 

IMAGES ►  https://we.tl/t-ma3jmSalRH 

 

Dubai, United Arab Emirates, May 2, 2023 – Comlux, a leader in business aviation, 

transaction, and completion services, has delivered the world’s first ACJ TwoTwenty with 

a brand new cabin certified by the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) to FIVE 

Hotels and Resorts. The VIP cabin was completed in 14 months obtaining a full EASA 
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certification. The aircraft operated by Comlux is now available for charter while based in 

Dubai, UAE. 

 

“Today is a special day,” said Richard Garona, Executive Chairman and CEO of Comlux. 

“First of all, I want to thank our client, FIVE for their trust. I also wish to thank the Comlux 

and Airbus Teams who worked so diligently to bring this magnificent space to life. This is 

the first of many amazing ACJ TwoTwenty cabins we will develop.”  

 

The ACJ TwoTwenty is  a dare-to-be-different jet, equipped with Pratt & Whitney engines 

and a cabin that has been engineered and designed to be the first of its kind. The spacious 

cabin boasts all the conveniences of modern luxury living, but in the sky.  

 

“This aircraft is a spectacular new chapter for FIVE,” said Aloki Batra, CEO, FIVE 

Hospitality. “A world-famous frontrunner in entertainment driven hospitality, FIVE now 

expands its’ award-winning portfolio to include a FIVE-styled experience that extends the 

unique and matchless ‘Vibe at FIVE’ from our hotels on–ground to a luxe immersive 

experience amongst the clouds. 

 

We will now be able to offer a flawless and bespoke experience by establishing the next 

level in private aviation. Fly FIVE is FIVE Hotel and Resort's newest home in the skies – and 

we are excited to welcome our guests on board!”  

 

"With its stunning design, spacious two times larger cabin than a typical business jet and 

state-of-the-art technology including unparalleled on-board connectivity, the ACJ 

TwoTwenty sets a new standard in long-haul business travel. We are immensely proud to 

see this game-changing aircraft complete, offering unbeatable operational 

efficiency, and unmatched comfort. I have no doubt that it will be embraced by its users 

and raise the bar in the business jet market." said Benoit Defforge, ACJ President. 
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Press interested in the new aircraft or event may contact marketing@comlux.com  and 

farah.palia@fivehotelsandresorts.com. 

 

-ENDS- 

 

ABOUT FLY FIVE 

The ACJ TwoTwenty is a dare-to-be-different jet, equipped with Pratt & Whitney engines 

and a cabin that has been engineered and designed to make it the first of its kind. The 

spacious cabin boasts all the conveniences of modern luxury living, but in the sky.  

 

Technology engineers at Comlux developed the most advanced cabin available today 

with streaming high-speed connectivity capability combined with luxury for 

contemporary comfort not found in many business aircrafts. Installed throughout the 

cabin, smart technology touchscreens provide all the comfort and conveniences right at 

your fingertips. The electro-chromatic window shades offer passengers unparalleled 

panoramic views of the world below, and full LED lighting is installed to perfectly 

customize the look and feel of the cabin, hour to hour and mile to mile to the passengers’ 

liking and unique tastes.  The primary suite has been transformed to embrace a serene 

setting with a king-sized bed and spa-like shower for the ultimate experience in luxurious 

travel. Finally, the cabin features two ultra-large 55 inch screens, giving passengers 

entertainment that could rival in-home theater experiences. 

 

With over 50% more cabin space, the brand-new cabin is inviting, comfortable and 

beautiful. Upon entering the cabin, passengers will be transported to an experience unlike 

anywhere else in the world. Each of their senses was delighted and invigorated by the feel 

of the plush seating, clean lines and high-level finishes that are prominent throughout the 

cabin.  

https://comeplayfly.com 
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ABOUT FIVE HOTELS AND RESORTS 

FIVE Hotels and Resorts, which includes the hottest destinations in Dubai - the unrivalled 

FIVE Palm Jumeirah and the uber-cool FIVE Jumeirah Village, for a discerning group of 

travelers looking for an unrivalled luxury vacation experience that encompasses the 

iconic Beach by FIVE, Dubai’s most Insta-Famous social pool and a chic penthouse 

lifestyle with 269 pools and Jacuzzis. Switzerland’s ultimate dining and nightlife hotspot, 

FIVE Zurich showcases 45 luxurious suites and 42 suite sized lifestyle rooms with 

glittering skyline city views or lush forest views. Additionally, 62 'Amazing Rooms' will soon 

welcome guests to the Vibe at FIVE in Europe. FIVE's first international outpost hosts 

multiple international award-winning restaurants, a rooftop nightclub and buzzing 

outdoor social pool. Guests may detox before they retox at the lavish wellness spa with 

indoor pool and hot tub.  Slated to open in 2023 is FIVE LUXE, JBR - a prime beach 

property in the heart of Jumeriah Beach Residence with sweeping sunset vistas of the 

Dubai Eye and Palm Jumeirah. This uber-luxurious lifestyle destination will embody the 

authentic and unique Vibe at FIVE that global Millennials love. SENSORIA, ultra-luxe 

residences for discerning luxury aficionados at FIVE LUXE, JBR will continue FIVE’s 

legacy of eco-conscious luxury living. 

https://www.fivehotelsandresorts.com 

 

ABOUT COMLUX MANAGEMENT AG 

Comlux is one of the leaders in Business Aviation, Transaction and Completion services. 

For over 15 years, we have been Engineering luxury for VIP customers looking for personal 

and professional management of their private aviation needs. Headquartered in 

Switzerland with a global presence worldwide, Comlux delivers World-class Swiss-made 

business aviation services at the industry's highest standards. 

https://comlux.com 

 

ABOUT AIRBUS CORPORATE JETS 

Airbus Corporate Jets (ACJ) creates the world’s most rewarding flying experiences for 

customers by providing them with unique expertise, the finest service, best technology 

and highest standards of care in corporate aviation. All Airbus corporate jets come from 
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the most modern aircraft family on the market, derived from Airbus’ successful market-

leading jetliners. 

https://www.acj.airbus.com/en 

 

 


